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With the increasing speed of compute nodes and the increa-
sing size of parallel computers, the challenges for storage 
systems obviously get tougher. BeeGFS is a parallel file 
system, which was initially designed for high-performance 
and high-throughput environments. Therefore one of the key 
aspects of BeeGFS is maximum scalability for data and 
metadata. However, while performance is an important point, 
the development also strongly focuses on flexibility and ease 
of use.

Distributed file contents with flexible striping across servers§
Distributed metadata Servers are completely in user space §
and run on top of an existing local file system
Support for RHEL, SuSE and Debian, as well as their §
derivatives with yum, zypper, and apt repositories
Client kernel module supports kernel 2.6.18 and higher §
without modifications to the running kernel
Any combination of servers and clients on the same §
physical machine is possible
High-availability based on replication or external shared §
storage
Support for TCP/IP and RDMA with automatic network §
failover
Runs on non-standard architectures (e.g. ARM, Intel Xeon §
Phi)
Built-in benchmarking and monitoring tools§
> 3.5 GB/s with a single I/O stream on FDR Infiniband§

BeeOND (BeeGFS on demand) allows the creation of a entire 
parallel file system instance on a given set of hosts with just 
one single command line. 

BeeOND was originally 
designed to integrate 
with a cluster batch 
system in order to create 
temporary parallel file 
system instances on a 
per-job basis on the 
internal SSDs of compute 
nodes, which are part of 
a compute job.

Such BeeOND instances do not only provide a very fast and 
easy to use temporary buffer, but can also keep a lot of I/O 
load for temporary files away from the global cluster storage. 

Other use cases for the tool are manifold and also include 
cloud computing or quick and easy temporary setups for 
testing purposes.
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Figure2: BeeOND as an on-demand file system 
for a compute job.

Figure 3: Sequential streaming throughput with increasing number of storage servers

Figure 1: BeeGFS architecture overview

Figure 4: File creation performance with increasing number of metadata servers
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